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There are items that are needed as part of the “OB outfit”, an OB T-Shirt, Khaki Dress Pants, & Dark Shoes. Each of these
are explained in detail below and how to get them.

1) OB T-Shirts – ordered from CE National & received at orientation
All OB team members need to order one Blue OB logo t-shirt—ordered from CE National. This will be given to the student at
OB orientation check-in (these are not sent out to students ahead of time). Please note that there is an additional cost on shirts
that are ordered after May 1! So, please, order your shirts in a timely manner to not only save yourself some money, but also to
guarantee that we are able to get your shirt in time to start ministry at orientation!

Specs - Blue OB Logo Shirt - Cotton blend (similar to Momentum shirts)
Price (by May 1) - $14.00 each, 2 for $24;
After May 1 - $16.00 each, regardless of quantity
Guide: Chest size

Small
30 – 32

Medium
34 – 38

Large
40 – 42

X-Large
44 – 46

2X
48 – 50

How to Order OB Team T-shirts:



If paying by check or cash, please print out the OB Team Shirt Order Form (on website), fill out and return with your
payment.
If paying by credit card (Visa, Mastercard, or Discover Card), you must order online via your account on the OB student
portal. We do not accept orders for shirts by phone.

Please note: A question that is frequently asked is “how many OB team shirts do I need? Team shirts will be worn for church programs and
some outdoor programs and activities. OB leaders will determine when team shirts are worn. Some students like to have two shirts so they
can wear a clean one if they have gotten it dirty or they tend to perspire a lot. Also, though we go no more than 10 days without doing
laundry, we often do a load of everyone’s team shirts in between times, so they do get washed more frequently than the other clothing. So, to
answer that question, one OB team shirt is what is required, but having two may be helpful for the student, especially if perspiration is a
concern.

2) Khaki Dress Pants – obtained on your own & brought with you to orientation; these will only be worn about 3 times so
don’t spend a lot of money – hopefully you can find some on sale, or maybe even borrow some from a former OB’er!
a tan medium khaki (as opposed to a super light khaki or green-toned khaki), plain front and long (no capris), no cargo pockets, rips
or holes, Good sources to check for Khaki pants—JC Penney, Old Navy, Kohls, Walmart
GIRLS—one possible option from JC Penney that can be ordered online or possibly found in store; Arizona Schoolgirl Bootcut Pants in
Dark Dune color.
We do understand that we have girls in all shapes and sizes, so while these JC Penney junior slacks may work for some, they may not fit
everyone. This particular JC Penney pant is just to give you a basic idea of what we are looking for. You are welcome to check other sources!

GUYS— one possible option from JC Penney that can be ordered online or possibly found in store: St John's Bay® Easy Care Classic Flat
Front Pants in British Khaki color

3) Dark Shoes
There is no need to buy special shoes – you will need a dark pair of shoes to wear with this outfit. Black, Dark Brown, Navy,
etc. Flat( no heels, girls); Sandals, Converse-type are acceptable, but NO FLIP-FLOPS (imagine the sound of 30 people
walking in flip-flops on and off stage!)

